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A DICTIONARY OF UMPITHAMU
With notes on Middle Paman

THE DHURGA DICTIONARY AND
LEARNERS GRAMMAR
JEAN-CHRISTOPHE VERSTRAETE, CONSULTANT A south-east coast NSW Aboriginal language
EDITOR FLORRIE BASSANI, JOAN LIDDY

• An extensive dictionary of the language of Cape
York Peninsula — the first for the region since
the 1990s
• Extending our knowledge of the genetic status
of Umpithamu, and the linguistic history of
Cape York Peninsula more generally, provides
cognate forms and reconstructions for many
entries

COMPILED BY PATRICIA ELLIS, KERRY
BOYENGA, WAINE DONOVAN

• This publication is the most concise compilation
of the Dhurga language to date with over 730
words including informant and recorder details
as validation of authenticity

The Dhurga Dictionary and Learners Grammar: A
South-East Coast NSW Aboriginal Language is an overdue
and extremely valuable resource for the Dhurga speaking
people of Yuin Country and of any person wanting to learn
Umpithamu is a language of the Princess Charlotte
the traditional language. The Dhurga language is spoken
Bay region on the east coast of Cape York Peninsula, in
from south of Nowra to Narooma and west to Braidwood
northeastern Australia. This dictionary provides detailed
and Araluen. The dictionary is user-friendly for all literacy
information about the grammar, meaning and use of
levels and readers and it is the very first of its kind and in
Umpithamu words, generously illustrated with example
sentences. All information can also be accessed through an high demand.
index of English translations, organised alphabetically and
Siblings Patricia Ellis, Kerry Boyenga and Waine
thematically.
Donovan are all teachers with over 80 years’ of collective
experience in the education system. All three have been
For users with more specific interests, like linguists,
teaching the Dhurga language since early 2000. They are
anthropologists and biologists, the dictionary further offers
extremely passionate and proud of their Aboriginal culture
phonetic transcriptions, cognates and (Middle) Paman
and language and have worked tirelessly in their efforts
reconstructions for most words, as well as ethnographic
to see the publication of The Dhurga Dictionary and
notes and identifications of plant and animal species.
Learners Grammar: A South-East Coast NSW Aboriginal
Language. This is their gift to their language community.

9 781925 302219

9 781925 302608
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INDIGENOUS - REFERENCE
The AIATSIS Indigenous Language Preservation: Dictionaries Project
NGARINYMAN TO
ENGLISH DICTIONARY
CAROLINE JONES, EVA
SCHULTZE-BERNDT, JESSICA
DENNISS, FELICITY MEAKINS
This book is the result of a
25-year collaboration between
many Ngarinyman community
members, including senior
community members through
to younger generations.

NGIYAMPAA WORDWORLD
Thipingku Yuwi, Maka Ngiya, Names of Birds
and Other Words, Second Edition
COMPILED BY TAMSIN DONALDSON

• This second edition contains illustrations,
photographs and plenty of maps perfect for
students and academics of Aboriginal studies,
linguistics, social science, anthropology,
cultural studies, colonialism, native title, land
claims and more
The Wangaaypuwan dialect of Ngiyampaa is the
language of the Pilaarrkiyalu, Nhiilyikiyalu and
Karulkiyalu people that come from the dry, riverless
country of Western NSW. Some people still live in and
around the ngurrampaa ‘homelands’ but many now live
in larger towns and cities around NSW and other states
and territories.
Ngiyampaa Wordworld: Thipingku Yuwi, Maka
Ngiya; Names of Birds and Other Words includes
stories, example sentences and songs. The second
half of the dictionary is dedicated to bird names (and
other words). The dictionary includes an English to
Ngiyampaa finderlist, which is also useful for looking up
words in Ngiyampaa.

9 781925 302196

9 781925 302806

Ngarinyman is an Aboriginal
language of the northern Victoria River
District in the Northern Territory
(Australia). Many Ngarinyman people
live in Yarralin, Bulla Camp, Amanbidji
(Kildurk) and around Timber Creek. The Ngarinyman
to English Dictionary contains Ngarinyman words
with English translations, illustrations and detailed
encyclopaedic information about plants, animals and
cultural practices.
9781925302806 | July 2019 | Aboriginal Studies Press | PB |
292pp | 240x170mm | AU$34.95 | NZ$39.99
BIC: REFERENCE | DISCOUNT: RFB - SOR

MUDBURRA TO
ENGLISH DICTIONARY
COMPILED BY REBECCA
GREEN, JENNIFER GREEN,
AMANDA HAMILTONHOLLAWAY, FELICITY
MEAKINS, DAVID OSGARBY,
ROB PENSALFINI
The Mudburra to English Dictionary
9 781925 302578
contains Mudburra words with
English translations, illustrations
and detailed encyclopaedic information
about plants, animals and cultural
practices. Also included is a guide to
Mudburra grammar, an English index
and handsigns used by Mudburra people.
This volume is ideal for both beginners and advanced
speakers of Mudburra, for translators and interpreters,
and for anyone interested in learning more about
Mudburra language and culture.

9781925302196 | June 2020 | Aboriginal Studies Press | PB |
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AGRICULTURE - HISTORY

BEEF CATTLE PRODUCTION AND
TRADE

EDITED BY DAVID COTTLE, LEWIS KAHN
• New paperback edition
• Provides an overview of world beef
consumption and production, meat quality
and preparation for market
• Contains an emphasis on Australian
beef production, and summaries of beef
production in North America, Brazil, China,
SE Asia and Japan
This is an international text with an emphasis on
Australian beef production, written by experts in the
field. The book begins with an overview of the historical
evolution of world beef consumption and introductory
chapters on carcass and meat quality, market
preparation and world beef production. North America,
Brazil, China, South-East Asia and Japan are discussed
in separate chapters, followed by Australian beef
production, including feed lotting and live export. The
remaining chapters summarise R&D, emphasising the
Australian experience, and look at different production
systems and aspects of animal husbanry. The final
chapter examines various case studies in northern and
southern Australia, covering feed demand and supply,
supplements, pasture management, heifer and weaner
management, and management of internal and external
parasites.

TRIBUTE AND TRADE
China and Global Modernity, 1784–1935

EDITED BY WILLIAM CHRISTIE, ANGELA
DUNSTAN & Q.S. TONG
• Essential reading for anyone interested in the
historical background to relations between
China and the West
• Chapters by Chinese, Australian, European
and American authors offer a range of
perspectives
In the 18th and 19th centuries, relations between
China and the West were defined by the Qing dynasty’s
strict restrictions on foreign access and by the West’s
imperial ambitions. Cultural, political and economic
interactions were often fraught, with suspicion and
misunderstanding on both sides. Yet trade flourished
and there were instances of cultural exchange and
friendship, running counter to the official narrative.
Tribute and Trade: China and Global Modernity
explores encounters between China and the West
during this period and beyond, into the early 20th
century, through examples drawn from art, literature,
science, politics, music, cooking, clothing and more.
How did China and the West see each other, how did
they influence each other, and what were the lasting
legacies of this contact?

9 781743 326008

9 781486 313891

9781486313891 | May 2020 | CSIRO Publishing | PB | 584pp
| 275x210mm | AU$130.00 | NZ$180.00

9781743326008 | June 2020 | Sydney University Press | PB
| 320pp | 210x148mm | AU$45.00 | NZ$54.99
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COMMUNICATION - ASIAN HISTORY

CHINESE TELEVISION AND SOFT
POWER COMMUNICATION IN
AUSTRALIA

ASIA’S NEW GEOPOLITICS
Essays on Reshaping the Indo-Pacific

• A timely, important account and systemic test
of the success of China’s soft power drive and
its connection to a global field

• Examines the key issues transforming the
Indo-Pacific and the broader world

MEI LI

• Mei Li holds a PhD in international
communication from Macquarie University,
Australia
Chinese Television and Soft Power Communication in
Australia discusses China’s soft power communication
approach and investigates information handling
between China and its targeted audiences in the eyes of
key influencers — intermediate elites (public diplomacy
policy elites in particular) in China and Australia.
It explores CGTN and conducts a systemic test of how
successful/unsuccessful China’s soft power message
projection is in terms of congruence between projected
and received frames as a pivotal factor of its power
status. The analysis is based on a case study of frames
in the messaging on Chinese international TV about
China’s Belt and Road Initiative and in the minds of
Australian public diplomacy policy elites. The question
raised is whether and how Australia is listening.

9 781785 272028

MICHAEL R. AUSLIN, FOREWORD BY NIALL
FERGUSON

The Indo-Pacific is fast becoming the world’s most
dominate region. Now, as it grows in power and wealth,
geopolitical competition has re-emerged, threatening
future stability not merely in Asia but around the globe.
The focus on Sino-US competition for global power
has obscured ‘Asia’s other great game’ — the rivalry
between Japan and China. In North Korea, the most
frightening question raised by Kim Jong-un’s pursuit
of the ultimate weapon is also the simplest — can he
control his nukes?
Here, Auslin also explores the history of American
strategy in Asia, from the 18th century to today.
Taken together, theses essays convey the richness and
diversity of the region: with more than three billion
people, the Indo-Pacific region contains over half of
the global population, including the world’s two most
populous nations — India and China. In a riveting final
chapter, Auslin images a war between America and
China for regional hegemony and what this conflict
might look like.

9 780817 923242

9781785272028 | December 2019 | Anthem Press | HB |
210pp | 153x229mm | AU$145.00 | NZ$160.00

9780817923242 | June 2020 | Hoover Institution Press | HB
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ART
THE PHOTOGRAPHER’S
GUIDE TO LUMINAR 4

CLAY SCULPTING
WITH THE SHIFLETT
BROTHERS

JEFF CARLSON

BRANDON & JARROD
SHIFLETT

• Whether you are new to
Luminar, or a seasoned
user, Jeff Carlson’s The
Photographer’s Guide
to Luminar 4 will have
something for you to learn!
9 781681 984049
For photographers looking for either
an alternative to Adobe Lightroom
or simply a fantastic photo-editing application at
a great price, Luminar is increasingly the solution
for both professional and amateur photographers.
From a powerful RAW engine that includes realtime noise reduction and advanced colour processing
and sharpening tools to customisable workspaces,
intelligent photo editing filters, and adaptive presets
that streamline your photo editing.

• Clay sculpting royalty The
Shiflett Brothers offer unique
insight into their practices
and the techniques used to
create their stunning fantasy
characters

9 781912 843091

Learning from the biggest and best creators in any
industry is a rare and sought after opportunity. In this
book clay sculpting royalty The Shiflett Brothers guide
us through their creative journey as well as giving us
an invaluable insight into the processes they use to
create their dynamic and engaging fantasy sculpts.
The brothers curate a collection of tools, techniques,
and tutorials that will be sure to broaden your creative
horizons and add an expansive set of practical skills to
your creative arsenal.

9781681984049 | June 2020 | Rocky Nook | PB | 288pp |
254x203mm | AU$59.99 | NZ$69.99

9781912843091 | June 2020 | 3DTotal Publishing | PB |
256pp | 259x208mm | AU$67.99 | NZ$83.99

BIC: ART | DISCOUNT: RFB - SOR

BIC: ART | DISCOUNT: RFB - SOR

ADOBE PHOTOSHOP
A Complete Course and
Compendium of Features

THE SIMPLE TRUTH
The Monochrome in Modern
Art

STEVE LASKEVITCH

SIMON MORLEY

• Adobe Photoshop: A
Complete Course and
Compendium of Features
is your guide to creating,
editing, and enhancing
images and designs in Adobe
Photoshop

• The first global account of
the monochrome in modern
art, this is an important
contribution to the ongoing
debate about the legacy of
modernism

9 781681 985152

9 781789 142310

Whether you’re retouching a
photograph, making a simulated chalk drawing,
or creating a composite photo with a 3D drawing,
Photoshop is the tool for you — and this book will
teach you what you need to know. First, with a
complete course that includes a set of projects and
lessons derived from Adobe Certified Instructor Steve
Laskevitch, you will learn the procedures needed to use
Photoshop effectively and professionally.

The monochrome — a single-colour work of art — is
highly ambiguous. For some it epitomises purity, and
is art reduced to its essence. For others it is just a stunt
— the emperor’s new clothes. Why are monochromes
so admired, yet such an easy target of scorn? In this
illuminating book Simon Morley unpacks the meanings
of the monochrome as it developed internationally over
the twentieth century to today.

9781681985152 | June 2020 | Rocky Nook | PB | 384pp |
255x203mm | AU$89.99 | NZ$110.00

9781789142310 | June 2020 | REAKTION BOOKS | HB |
304pp | 208x156mm | AU$44.99 | NZ$54.99
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ART - THEATRE & PLAYS - BIOGRAPHY
DO YOU COMPUTE?
Selling Tech from the Atomic
Age to the Y2K Bug 1950-1999
RYAN MUNGIA, STEVEN
HELLER

• A broad guide featuring
the very best of computer
advertising in the 20th
century
In the 1950s, computers were on
a rung that existed somewhere
between engineering and science
9 780991 619825
fiction to the public. By the end of
the millennium, the notion of selling tech burst wide
open to include robots, cell phones, blogs, online dating
services, and much, much more. Accompanied by two
essays — one by cultural anthropologist Ryan Mungia
and the other by graphic design historian Steven Heller
— and including five different decade-long timelines
that highlight some of the most influential moments in
computer history, this fun yet meaningful volume is a
unique look at the computer and how it has shaped our
world.

AKIKOMATIC
The World of Akiko
Stehrenberger
BY (ARTIST) AKIKO
STEHRENBERGER, J.C. GABEL
• An examination of Akiko
Stehrenberger’s creativity
and prolificacy as a surrealist
visual artist, known in
Hollywood as a famed poster
designer

9 781732 734579

If you’ve caught a glimpse of a promotional movie
poster in the last 15 years, chances are you were taking
in the work of Akiko Stehrenberger, the Los Angelesbased artist you didn’t know you knew. Stehrenberger
has worked on projects for some of cinema’s most
important and influential filmmakers, translating their
unique vision from screen to film poster. The list of
names includes a long roster of trailblazers, among
them Michel Gondry, Spike Jonze, Jonathan Glazer,
Harmony Korine, The Coen Brothers, Sofia Coppola,
David Lynch, Michael Haneke, and dozens of others.

9780991619825 | June 2020 | Hat & Beard Press | HB |
240pp | 254x203mm | AU$89.99 | NZ$110.00

9781732734579 | June 2020 | Hat & Beard Press | HB |
255pp | 254x203mm | AU$89.99 | NZ$110.00

BIC: ART | DISCOUNT: RFB - SOR

BIC: ART | DISCOUNT: RFB - SOR

COLLECTION OF PLAYS
BY NEURODIVERGENT
WRITERS

RICHARD TITMUSS
A Commitment to Welfare

EDITED BY NICOLA
SHAUGHNESSY, SHAUN MAY
• Taps into the current
conversation surrounding
accessibility and disabilities
in theatre
9 781786 828248
A collection of plays by
neurodivergent writers exploring the
complexities of neurodiversity that taps into the current
conversation surrounding accessibility and disabilities
in theatre. Just some of the plays collected here include:

Backstage in Biscuit Land
The Duck
MADHOUSE re:exit – Access All Areas
Fake It Til You Make It

JOHN STEWART
• This is the first full-length
biography of Richard
Titmuss, a pioneer of social
policy research and an
influential figure in Britain’s
post-war welfare debates
9 781447 341055

Drawing on his own papers,
publications, and interviews with those who knew him,
this book discusses Titmuss’s ideas, formed around the
principles of altruism and social solidarity, as well as
his role in policy and academic networks locally and
overseas. This is an enlightening portrait of a man who
deepened our understanding of social problems as well
as the policies that respond most effectively to them.

9781786828248 | June 2020 | Oberon | PB | 320pp |
198x130mm | AU$39.99 | NZ$47.99

9781447341055 | June 2020 | Policy Press | HB | 576pp |
234x156mm | AU$99.99 | NZ$119.99
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LITERARY HISTORY - LANGUAGE & LINGUISTICS - EDUCATION
A THEORETICAL
APPROACH TO MODERN
AMERICAN HISTORY
AND LITERATURE
An Issue of Reconfiguration
and Re-representation
W. LAWRENCE HOGUE
• Re-represents the modern
American novel by accenting
the different critical literary
9 781785 272592
voices that come out of the
mainstream consumer society but also out of
the various unequal social, economic, gender,
and political movements and situations
A Theoretical Approach to Modern American History
and Literature reconfigures the history of modern
America by showing how multiple and vulnerable
social, economic, literary and political movements,
levels, divisions and conditions challenged a singularly
defined modern America.

THINKING THROUGH
QUESTIONS
A Concise Invitation to Critical,
Expansive, and Philosophical
Inquiry
ANTHONY WESTON, STEPHEN
BLOCH-SCHULMAN
• Thinking Through
Questions is an accessible
and compact guide to the
9 781624
art of questioning, covering
both the use and abuse of questions

668586

Animated by wide-ranging and engaging exercises
and examples, this book helps students deepen their
understanding of how questions work and what
questions do, and builds the skills needed to ask better
questions. Open-ended, creative, and critically selfpossessed thinking is its constant theme — what field
doesn’t need more of that?

9781785272592 | January 2020 | Anthem Press | HB |
302pp | 153x229mm | AU$180.00 | NZ$216.00

9781624668586 | June 2020 | Hackett Publishing | PB |
160pp | 216x140mm | AU$19.95 | NZ$24.99

BIC: LITERARY HISTORY & CRITICISM | DISCOUNT: RFB
- FIR

BIC: LANGUAGE & LINGUISTICS | DISCOUNT: TXT - SOR

NO SIZE FITS ALL
A New Program of Choice
for American Public Schools
without Vouchers

CREATING KIND AND
COMPASSIONATE KIDS
Classroom Activities to
Enhance Self-Awareness,
Empathy, and Personal
Growth in Grades 3-6

RICHARD STINER, L. MICHELLE
JOHNSON
• A proposal to revolutionise
American education
9 781785 272325
No Size Fits All offers a proposal that
could revolutionise public school
policies in the United States at the federal, state and
local levels. The book calls upon Congress to require all
public school systems that benefit from federal funding
to offer parents and children a choice of alternative
schools, some of which would use the time-tested
Montessori, Waldorf and Sudbury methods to give
American students more freedom in determining what
they study and when.

DEBORAH S. DELISLE, JAMES
R. DELISLE
• Includes classroom-tested
activities and examples
of student work to guide
students’ responses

9 781618 219770

• Perfect for addressing both cognitive and
affective skills with students of all ability
levels
Creating Kind and Compassionate Kids offers lessons
and activities that promote problem solving and socialemotional learning, allowing students in grades 3-6
to become more aware of themselves and others who
share their world.

9781785272325 | January 2020 | Anthem Press | HB |
250pp | 140x216mm | AU$57.99 | NZ$69.99

9781618219770 | May 2020 | Prufrock Press | PB | 150pp |
279x216mm | AU$44.99 | NZ$54.99
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EDUCATION
CONTESTING HIGHER
EDUCATION
Student Movements against
Neoliberal Universities

INTEREST-BASED
LEARNING COACH
A Step-by-Step Playbook
for Genius Hour, Passion
Projects, and Makerspaces in
School

DONATELLA DELLA PORTA,
LORENZO CINI, CESAR
GUZMAN-CONCHA

JEANNE H. PURCELL,
DEBORAH E. BURNS,
WELLESLEY H. PURCELL
9 781646 320196
• With time-saving planning
templates, checklists, and
charts, this educational book supports
students’ intrinsic motivation fo learning,
agency, voice, problem-solving and critical
thinking skills

• Setting the wave of
demonstrations within the
contexts of student activism,
social issues and political
9 781529 208627
movements, this book casts
new light on their impact on higher education
and on the broader society

Many educators appreciate the value of interestbased learning, but struggle with the management
and facilitation of individual and small-group projects
in a limited space and time allocation. This easy-toread guide: features a step-by-step plan for managing
Genius Hour, passion projects, Makerspaces, and
more.

With new research and case studies from universities
in the UK, Canada, Chile and Italy, this is a rigorous
comparative review of recent student protests against
policies and practices in universities. As well as
examining origins and outcomes on higher education
reform and neoliberalism, expert authors set these
waves of demonstrations in wider contexts of student
movements, political activism and social issues
including inequality and civil rights.

9781646320196 | May 2020 | Prufrock Press | PB | 250pp |
279x216mm | AU$44.99 | NZ$54.99

9781529208627 | June 2020 | Bristol University Press | HB |
248pp | 234x156mm | AU$170.00 | NZ$195.00

BIC: EDUCATION | DISCOUNT: RFB - SOR

BIC: EDUCATION | DISCOUNT: RFB - FIR

SCHOOL SCANDALS
Blowing the Whistle on the
Corruption of Our Education
System

DIFFERENTIATING
INSTRUCTION WITH
MENUS - PHYSICS
LAURIE E. WESTPHAL

PAT THOMSON
• An analysis of the media
articles, academic books and
digital dissertations on the
scattered reporting of bad
behaviour, drawing attention
to its systemic nature

9 781447 338550

Thomson takes on England’s muddled education
system, highlighting failings caused by the actions of
ministers in successive governments. While corrupt
actions are taken by some, it is predominantly the
corruption of the system that is at fault. She exposes
fraudulent, and unethical practices, including the
skewing of the curriculum and manipulation of results.
Thomson argues for an urgent review of current
practices leading to a revitalised education system that
has the public good at its heart.

• Differentiating Instruction
With Menus: Physics offers
teachers everything needed
to create a student-centered
learning environment based
on choice in the high school
classroom

9 781618 219794

This book uses different types of menus that students
can use to select exciting advanced-level products.
Features attractive reproducible menus and rubrics,
it is based on the levels of Bloom’s revised taxonomy.
Incorporates different learning styles. It makes
incorporating choice into the classroom stress-free for
both teachers and their students. Topics addressed
include motion, forces, energy, momentum, and waves.

9781447338550 | June 2020 | Policy Press | PB | 192pp |
216x148mm | AU$29.99 | NZ$34.99

9781618219794 | May 2020 | Prufrock Press | PB | 150pp |
279x216mm | AU$44.99 | NZ$54.99
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BUILT ENVIRONMENT
TRAMONTO
SHUBIN DONALDSON

TRIANGLE MODERN
ARCHITECTURE

• Tramonto embodies
a truly contemporary
Southern California
attitude and the essential
principles of indoor/
outdoor living afforded by
embracing the temperate
region and the natural beauty
of the coastal landscape

• Triangle Modern
Architecture
documents the rich history
and unique cultural
9 781943 532889
significance of a region that
is one of the most important
on the national map of modern design

VICTORIA BALLARD
BELL

9 781943 532995

Tramonto is a contemporary single-family home that
integrates the natural beauty of the adjacent state park
and ocean views. The placement of the home overlooks
the canyon, the surrounding Santa Monica Mountains,
and the California coastline. The diffusion of the built
form defines the approach for this 17,000 sqft singlefamily residence into the surrounding landscape.
From the initial conceptualisation of the exterior form
to the construction process and key moments, this book
presents the visual story of the home’s integration into
the Southern California landscape.

Over the last 75 years, the architecture in this area
has grown to creatively combine innovation and
technology with the area’s history, culture, unique
landscape, and built context. While the Triangle has
seen a great increase in interest in Modern architecture,
the understanding of this design and the reasons and
history behind it, have not been shared in a clear and
meaningful way. There is an information gap between
what is appreciated by architects and by the general
public.

9781943532995 | June 2020 | ORO Editions | HB | 150pp |
254x356mm | AU$89.99 | NZ$110.00

9781943532889 | June 2020 | ORO Editions | HB | 250pp |
279x229mm | AU$89.99 | NZ$110.00

BIC: BUILT ENVIRONMENT | DISCOUNT: RFB - SOR

BIC: BUILT ENVIRONMENT | DISCOUNT: RFB - SOR

DAVID A. HANSEN,
ARCHITECT
From There to Here

BI
The Origin of
Architectural Creativity

DAVID HANSEN

YING-CHAO KUO, CHINGHWA CHANG

• Through sketches,
diagrams, rendering,
photographs and
narratives, this book
portrays the criteria and
conceptual thinking that
9 781943 532957
was primary in finding
an inclusive architectural
solution for a diverse selection of projects
This second monograph represents the circumstances
and projects which have occurred beyond the span of
Hansen’s original monograph. Though, Hansen has
always attempted to create a comprehensive matrix of
interrelated design criteria on his client’s vision, site,
context, sustainability, climate, culture and tradition,
some issues must be weighted above others.

• A comprehensive
look at BI (biological
intelligence) and how
architectural history
and creativity have been
cultivated as a result

9 781943 532988

The design and construction of a building is very much
like the creation of life. The intention of Biological
intelligence (BI) is to understand how life is born,
wither, born again, and to follow the principles of
evolution so architecture can also enter a sustainable
cycle of design, construct, operate, and disassemble and
regenerated according to its new condition.

9781943532957 | June 2020 | ORO Editions | HB | 300pp |
241x241mm | AU$89.99 | NZ$110.00

9781943532988 | June 2020 | ORO Editions | PB | 352pp |
211x211mm | AU$69.99 | NZ$84.99

BIC: BUILT ENVIRONMENT | DISCOUNT: RFB - SOR

BIC: BUILT ENVIRONMENT | DISCOUNT: RFB - SOR

T +61 (2) 4390 1300 | ABN: 40 000 382 669 | SAN: 9019561
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BUILT ENVIRONMENT
AS FOUND HOUSES
Experiments from selfbuilders in rural China

CITY OF REFUGEES
A Real Utopia
EDITED BY PETER JAY
ZWEIG, GAIL PETER
BORDEN

JOHN LIN, SONY
DEVABHAKTUNI
• As Found Houses is a guide
to the surprising design
decisions found in the
domestic architecture of rural
China and a resource for
thinking about contemporary
design

9 781943 532797

In rural China, an informal wave of building catalysed
by economic and social developments has rendered
some villages unrecognisable. This building boom,
taking place in a context of limited regulations, has
created densities more often found in urban areas. At
the same time, the rapid transformation of rural villages
has generated some remarkable hybrid experiments.

• Where should they go? 70
million displaced refugees
and asylum seekers with no
passport, no money, and no
worldly goods

9 781943 532841

In 380 B.C. Plato wrote about the ‘Ideal City,’ but it
wasn’t until 1516 AD that Sir Thomas More invented the
word, ‘Utopia’, translated from Greek as ‘good place,’
that is in need of a new, contemporary interpretation.
It is within the framework of utopia that the City of
Refugees represents a place that transcends the fate
of the refugee and the reason they were torn from
their homeland and not given safe haven fleeing their
country.

9781943532797 | June 2020 | Applied Research & Design |
PB | 200pp | 239x170mm | AU$59.99 | NZ$69.99

9781943532841 | June 2020 | Applied Research & Design |
HB | 400pp | 254x203mm | AU$79.99 | NZ$94.99

BIC: BUILT ENVIRONMENT | DISCOUNT: RFB - SOR

BIC: BUILT ENVIRONMENT | DISCOUNT: RFB - SOR

BRACKET
Takes Action

ARCHITECTURE STUFF
and More Stuff

EDITED BY NEERAJ BHATIA,
MASON WHITE

ROBERT LIVESEY

• Bracket is situated at a
critical point in architectual
history where the who, what,
where, and how of action
need to be re-conceptualised
to relate to who we are, how
we live, and communicate
today

• Architecture Stuff and
More Stuff examines seven
seminal projects and shows
how they might have been
conceived with or without
the design architect’s
awareness
9 781943 532919

The rise of several divisive leaders within contemporary
politics, has once again brought action to the
foreground. As a new generation makes their voices
heard, they are also grappling to find effective platforms
for action through design. The notion of action
simultaneously evokes a discussion on what we are
acting for and value.

9 781951 541040

More a working method than
a theory, Architecture Stuff deals with questions
pertinent to designers as well as to critics of buildings.
It illustrates how that same method can be used to
make architecture. The seven buildings are chosen for
their breadth of styles and approaches to architecture
and show that this approach to architecture can be
applied to any building. These critique expose how the
architect used that idea to juxtapose the clerical and the
civic to develop all of the details in the building.

9781943532919 | June 2020 | ORO Editions | PB | 320pp |
270x200mm | AU$69.99 | NZ$84.99

9781951541040 | June 2020 | Applied Research & Design |
PB | 240pp | 216x152mm | AU$59.99 | NZ$69.99

BIC: BUILT ENVIRONMENT | DISCOUNT: RFB - SOR

BIC: BUILT ENVIRONMENT | DISCOUNT: RFB - SOR

T +61 (2) 4390 1300 | ABN: 40 000 382 669 | SAN: 9019561
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REFERENCE - HISTORY
NAZI CRIMES AND THEIR
PUNISHMENT, 1943-1950
A Short History with
Documents

A YOUNGER TEN
Writing the Ten-Minute Play
GARY GARRISON

MICHAEL S. BRYANT

• A guide book for teachers and
beginning students alike on
the crarft of playwrighting, to
kick-start creativity with wellinformed techniques
9 781585 109494
In A Younger Ten: Writing the
Ten-Minute Play, Gary Garrison
distills the playwriting guidance pioneered in his widely
consulted Perfect Ten and A More Perfect Ten, here
recast for the needs of aspiring ten-minute playwrights
at the high school level.

Not satisfied with merely telling how such a play is
crafted, Garrison includes a new all-star lineup of eight
complete ten-minute plays by a variety of playwrights,
emerging as well as established, that can serve as
models for writers just starting out in the genre.

‘With this timely book, Michael
Bryant presents a wide-ranging
survey of the trials of Nazi war
criminals in the wartime and
immediate postwar period.
9 781624 668616
Introduced by an extensive historical
survey putting these proceedings
into their international context, this volume makes the
case, central to Hackett’s collection for undergraduate
courses, that these events constituted a ‘key moment’
that has influenced the course of history. Appended to
Bryant’s analysis is a substantial section of primary
sources that should stimulate student discussion and
raise questions that are pertinent to warfare and
human rights abuses today.’ — Michael R. Marrus,
Chancellor Rose and Ray Wolfe Professor Emeritus of
Holocaust Studies at the University of Toronto

9781585109494 | June 2020 | Hackett Publishing | PB |
128pp | 198x152mm | AU$34.95 | NZ$39.99

9781624668616 | June 2020 | Hackett Publishing | PB |
256pp | 216x140mm | AU$28.95 | NZ$34.99

BIC: REFERENCE | DISCOUNT: TXT - SOR

BIC: HISTORY | DISCOUNT: TXT - SOR

SCENES AND TRACES
OF THE ENGLISH CIVIL
WAR

THE MEDIEVAL RECORD
Sources of Medieval History
ALFRED J. ANDREA

STEPHEN BANN
• A fully updated and revised
edition of a classic medieval
source collection

• Features entirely new
material about the conflict
which has not been
examined before

This edition features:
•
9 781789 142280

The English Civil War has become a
frequent point of reference in contemporary political
debate. A bitter and bloody series of conflicts, it shook
the very foundations of seventeenth-century Britain.
This is the first attempt to portray the visual legacy of
this period, as passed down, revisited and periodically
reworked over two and a half centuries of subsequent
English history.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Clear modern English
9 781624 668388
translations
Thirty-four artifactual sources
A broad topical, geographical, and chronological
approach
Introductions and notes setting each source in its
historical context
A detailed Student’s Guide
Numerous illustrations in each chapter
Topical Contents and a Glossary

9781789142280 | June 2020 | REAKTION BOOKS | HB |
296pp | 246x189mm | AU$89.99 | NZ$110.00

9781624668388 | June 2020 | Hackett Publishing | PB |
504pp | 254x203mm | AU$195.00 | NZ$214.99

BIC: HISTORY | DISCOUNT: RFB - SOR

BIC: HISTORY | DISCOUNT: TXT - SOR

T +61 (2) 4390 1300 | ABN: 40 000 382 669 | SAN: 9019561
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PHILOSOPHY - SOCIOLOGY
ZHUANGZI: THE
COMPLETE WRITINGS

MIND AND BRAIN
A Dialogue on the Mind-Body
Problem, Second Edition

ZHUANGZI, TRANSLATED BY
BROOK ZIPORYN
Brook Ziporyn’s carefully crafted,
richly annotated translation of the
complete writings of Zhuangzi,
including a lucid introduction, a
glossary of essential terms, and a
bibliography that provides readers
with an engaging and provocative
deep dive into this magical work.

ROCCO J. GENNARO
• Includes study questions
designed to enhance
classroom discussion and
serve as a resource for the
development of paper topics
9 781624 668555

‘More than any other translation, Ziporyn’s
style manages to convey the playfulness,
exuberance, and strangeness of the original
text while maintaining a level of precision that
allows for careful study and philosophical
analysis. There are no perfect translations,
but it is hard to imagine that a translation of
the Zhuangzi can get any better than this one.’
— Franklin Perkins, University of Hawai’i at
Mānoa

9 781624 668548
Since its publication in 1996, many
thousands of students have first
encountered key issues in the philosophy of mind in the
pages of Rocco J. Gennaro’s introductory work, Mind
and Brain: A Dialogue on the Mind-Body Problem.
In this new edition, Gennaro updates and expands
the work to reflect current topics and discussions. The
dialogue provides a clear and compelling overview of
the mind-body problem suitable for both introductory
students and those who have some background in the
philosophy of mind.

9781624668555 | June 2020 | Hackett Publishing | PB |
336pp | 229x152mm | AU$46.95 | NZ$59.99

9781624668548 | June 2020 | Hackett Publishing | PB |
120pp | 216x140mm | AU$19.95 | NZ$24.99

BIC: PHILOSOPHY | DISCOUNT: TXT - SOR

BIC: PHILOSOPHY | DISCOUNT: TXT - SOR

RETHINKING URBANISM
Lessons from Postcolonialism
and the Global South

DOING FIELDWORK
IN AREAS OF
INTERNATIONAL
INTERVENTION
A Guide to Research in Violent
and Closed Contexts

GARTH MYERS
• An approach to planetary
urbanisation built from
Southern thinking which
offers a much needed concise
critical intervention and
offers a balance of conceptual
discussion

BERIT BLIESEMANN DE
GUEVARA, MORTEN BOAS

9 781529 204452

This book provides new insights into popular
understandings of urbanism that emanate from
European and North American cities through a wide
range of case studies from lesser studied cities across
the Global South and Global North to present evidence
for the need to reconstruct our understanding of ‘good’
urban environments. approaches designed specifically
to boost a city’s ranking.

• A much-needed guide to
the realities of fieldwork
9 781529 206883
in areas of conflict from
those with first-hand experience in areas of
international intervention and conflict
This handbook provides essential practical guidance
for researchers and students embarking on fieldwork in
violent, repressive and closed contexts. Contributors
detail their own experiences from areas including the
Congo, Sudan, Yemen, Bosnia and Herzegovina and
Myanmar.

9781529204452 | June 2020 | Bristol University Press | HB |
224pp | 234x156mm | AU$170.00 | NZ$195.00

9781529206883 | June 2020 | Bristol University Press | HB |
288pp | 234x156mm | AU$170.00 | NZ$195.00

BIC: SOCIOLOGY | DISCOUNT: RFB - FIR

BIC: SOCIOLOGY | DISCOUNT: RFB - FIR

T +61 (2) 4390 1300 | ABN: 40 000 382 669 | SAN: 9019561
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SOCIOLOGY
REIMAGINING GLOBAL
ABORTION POLITICS
A Social Justice Perspective

SOCIAL WORK
Past, Present and Future
EDITED BY TERRY BAMFORD,
KEITH BILTON

FIONA BLOOMER, CLAIRE
PIERSON, SYLVIA ESTRADA
CLAUDIO
• This text provides a
transnationally-focused,
interdisciplinary analysis of
trends in abortion politics
9 781447
using case studies from
around the Global North and South

• Social Work: Past, Present
and Future charts the key
developments in the social
work field from 1970 to the
present day
340454

What are the contemporary issues in abortion politics
globally? What factors explain variations in access to
abortion between and within different countries?
Here, Bloomer, Pierson and Claudio consider how
societal influences, such as religion, nationalism and
culture, impact abortion law and access.

9 781447 356547
• A look at how thinking in the
field has changed over this
time and charts key legislative developments

Social Work: Past, Present and Future shows how by
fully understanding social work’s past, we can make
better progress for practitioners and service users
in the future It brings together a broad collection of
experts from across social work who trace how thinking
and approaches to practice have changed over time,
examine key legislative developments in the field, look
at the impacts of major inquiries and consider the reemergence of certain specialisms.

9781447340454 | June 2020 | Policy Press | PB | 176pp |
234x156mm | AU$59.99 | NZ$69.99

9781447356547 | June 2020 | Policy Press | PB | 208pp |
234x156mm | AU$64.99 | NZ$79.99

BIC: SOCIOLOGY | DISCOUNT: RFB - FIR

BIC: SOCIOLOGY | DISCOUNT: RFB - FIR

DECISION MAKING IN
CHILD AND FAMILY
SOCIAL WORK
Perspectives on Children’s
Participation

MINIMUM INCOME
STANDARDS AND
REFERENCE BUDGETS
International and Comparative
Policy Perspectives

CLIVE DIAZ

EDITED BY CHRISTOPHER
DEEMING

• Provides an original and
critical appraisal of how
children and parents
are involved in decision9 781447 354451
making when there are child
protection concerns or when children are in
care
There is increasing pressure to involve children
and young people in the decisions that affect them.
Presenting new research on the extent to which parents
and children participate in decision making when
childcare social workers are involved, particularly in
child protection conferences and Child in Care reviews,
Clive Diaz argues for a radical shift in existing practices.

• Brings together leading
international scholars
working on reference budgets
within different national
9 781447
contexts as well as scholars
working on cross-national projects

352952

Research into minimum income standards around the
world is compared and contrasted in this illuminating
collection from leading academics in the field. From
countries where budget standards research is long
established to places where it is relatively new,
contributors set out the different aims and objectives of
investigations into the basic needs of populations.

9781447354451 | June 2020 | Policy Press | PB | 176pp |
234x156mm | AU$57.99 | NZ$69.99

9781447352952 | June 2020 | Policy Press | HB | 272pp |
234x156mm | AU$170.00 | NZ$195.00

BIC: SOCIOLOGY | DISCOUNT: RFB - FIR

BIC: SOCIOLOGY | DISCOUNT: RFB - FIR
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SOCIOLOGY, POLITICS & GOVERNMENT
HUMAN GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT IN
ADULTS
Theoretical and Practice
Perspectives

HUMAN GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT IN
CHILDREN AND YOUNG
PEOPLE
Theoretical and Practice
Perspectives

EDITED BY JONATHAN
PARKER, SARA ASHENCAEN
CRABTREE
• This textbook covers the key
concepts, themes and issue
relating to human growth and
development in adults in a
three part structure

EDITED BY JONATHAN
PARKER, SARA ASHENCAEN
CRABTREE
9 781447 337379

Uniquely wide-ranging in its coverage of key concepts,
themes and issues relating to human growth and
development in adults, this textbook explores the
crucial challenges and transitions that adults negotiate
in their lives. It examines key topics and issues within
professional practice with adults and their families,
covering a wide range of practice areas and fusing
essential theory and research with practical application.

• Covering key concepts,
9 781447 337423
theories, themes and issues,
this textbook uses a range
of multi-disciplinary insights to show how
children and young people negotiate crucial
challenges and transitions in their lives
Unparalleled in its coverage of concepts and themes,
this textbook uses insights from across sociology,
psychology and criminology — and other areas of
expertise.

9781447337379 | June 2020 | Policy Press | PB | 352pp |
240x172mm | AU$59.99 | NZ$69.99

9781447337423 | June 2020 | Policy Press | PB | 352pp |
240x172mm | AU$59.99 | NZ$69.99

BIC: SOCIOLOGY | DISCOUNT: RFB - FIR

BIC: SOCIOLOGY | DISCOUNT: RFB - FIR

THE ADULT
SAFEGUARDING
PRACTICE HANDBOOK

NEW DIRECTIONS IN
WOMEN, PEACE AND
SECURITY

KATE SPREADBURY, RACHEL
HUBBARD

EDITED BY SOUMITA BASU,
PAUL C. KIRBY, LAURA
SHEPHERD

• Provides an unrivalled user
experience in terms of its
breadth, accessibility and
pedagogical features
9 781447 351672

This essential practical guide to
best practice in adult safeguarding enables students
and practitioners to develop the skills, knowledge and
ethical awareness to confidently address the challenges
of adult safeguarding across a wide-range of practic
contexts. The authors provide detailed contextualisation
that is responsive to the continuing evolution of
safeguarding practices and takes into account the 2014
Adult Care Act.

• This groundbreaking and
accessible book engages
vexing questions about
the future of the Women,
Peace and Security agenda,
9 781529 207750
balancing analysis of
emerging trends with reflections from those
at the forefront of policy and practice
At the turn of the 21st century, feminist advocates
persuaded the United Nations Security Council to adopt
a resolution that drew attention to this question at the
highest levels of international policy deliberations.
Today the Women, Peace and Security agenda is a
complex field, relevant to every conceivable dimension
of war and peace.

9781447351672 | June 2020 | Policy Press | PB | 216pp |
240x172mm | AU$49.99 | NZ$59.99

9781529207750 | June 2020 | Bristol University Press | PB |
208pp | 234x156mm | AU$59.99 | NZ$69.99

BIC: SOCIOLOGY | DISCOUNT: RFB - FIR

BIC: POLITICS & GOVERNMENT | DISCOUNT: RFB - FIR

T +61 (2) 4390 1300 | ABN: 40 000 382 669 | SAN: 9019561
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POLITICS & GOVERNMENT - MANGEMENT, BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
THE MODERN STATE
AND ITS ENEMIES
Democracy, Nationalism and
Antisemitism

THE PEOPLE IN
QUESTION
Citizens and Constitutions in
Uncertain Times

SAMUEL SALZBORN

JO SHAW

• A consideration of the
historical intellectual
developments that provided
the fundamentals of the
modern state

• A leading and unique book
which treats the issues of
ethics in policing as a matter
of compliance and discipline,
looking closely at police ethics
and civil rights

9 781785 272202

The Modern State and Its Enemies considers the
historical intellectual developments that provided the
fundamentals of the modern state and analyses the
dark sides of the enemies of democracy.

9 781529 208894

At a time of rising populism and debate about
immigration, leading legal academic Jo Shaw sets
out to review interactions between constitutions and
constructs of citizenship.
This incisive appraisal is the first sustained treatment of
the relationship between citizenship and constitutional
law in a comparative and transnational perspective.

9781785272202 | January 2020 | Anthem Press | HB |
228pp | 153x229mm | AU$180.00 | NZ$216.00

9781529208894 | June 2020 | Bristol University Press | HB |
251pp | 234x156mm | AU$170.00 | NZ$195.00

BIC: POLITICS & GOVERNMENT | DISCOUNT: RFB - FIR

BIC: POLITICS & GOVERNMENT | DISCOUNT: RFB - FIR

HOUSING SHOCK
The Irish Housing Crisis and
How to Solve It

THE GOOD GLOW
Charity and the Symbolic
Power of Doing Good

RORY HEARNE

JON DEAN

• Examines new, innovative
forms of public/not-for-profit
affordable housing and makes
the case for giving a legal
basis to the right to housing
The deepening housing crisis in
9 781447 353904
Ireland is having profound social,
political and economic impacts on equality, wellbeing
and health. Hearn contextualises the disastrous Irish
housing crisis within the broader global phenomenon
and examines the origins of the contemporary crisis
in housing in terms of the extension of neoliberalism,
marketisation and financialisation in housing. He
brings to the fore the personal voices, stories and
perspectives of those most affected and the activists
who are campaigning on the issue.

• A theoretical exploration
into those ‘doing charity’
in relation to the concept’s
symbolic influence, and
how we can critique
contemporary charity works
9 781447 344902

• Discussion of charity at the
individual giving level, rather than a focus on
elite giving which is far more common
Doing charity work is usually seen as a ‘good thing’:
socially worthy, a sign of moral value, an exhibition of
an individual’s inherent altruism and kindness. But how
exactly does this symbolic power operates and what
happens when it is misused?

9781447353904 | June 2020 | Policy Press | PB | 224pp |
234x156mm | AU$57.99 | NZ$69.99

9781447344902 | June 2020 | Policy Press | PB | 216pp |
234x156mm | AU$59.99 | NZ$69.99

BIC: MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS, AND ECONOMICS |
DISCOUNT: RFB - FIR

BIC: MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS, AND ECONOMICS |
DISCOUNT: RFB - FIR
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MANGEMENT, BUSINESS & ECONOMICS - LAW - TRAVEL
RECONSTRUCTING THE
GLOBAL POLITICAL
ECONOMY
An analytical guide

A CITY DIVIDED
Race, Fear and the Law in
Police Confrontations
DAVID A. HARRIS

ERIK ANDERSSON
• This intersectional and
future-orientated textbook
examines the challenges
facing the world economy
as a result of climate change
9 781529 200683
and rising inequality,
explaining key concepts and theories to
show how these can be used to design a
reconstruction of the global political economy
In an era of post-globalisation, the global political
economy needs restructuring. This future-orientated
textbook examines the challenges facing the world
economy as a result of climate change, social and
economic inequality and provides future-oriented
solutions.

• The story of Jordan Miles vs
Pittsburgh Police
When a high school honours student
emerges from a police confrontation
outside his home bruised and
9 781785 273001
beaten, and facing serious criminal
charges, an American city erupts
in protests and a long quest for justice begins. A City
Divided uncovers what happened and examines if race,
fear and police conduct answer key questions that have
become all too familiar. What goes wrong in these
police confrontations and why? Can the courts find
justice? And how can we prevent these tragedies in the
future?

9781529200683 | June 2020 | Bristol University Press | PB |
276pp | 240x172mm | AU$54.99 | NZ$64.99

9781785273001 | January 2020 | Anthem Press | PB | 354pp
| 140x216mm | AU$46.99 | NZ$54.99

BIC: MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS, AND ECONOMICS |
DISCOUNT: RFB - FIR

BIC: LAW | DISCOUNT: RFB - FIR

CUT STONES &
CROSSROADS
A Journey in the Two Worlds of
Peru

TIME AMONG THE MAYA
Travels in Belize, Guatemala and
Mexico
RONALD WRIGHT

RONALD WRIGHT
‘Ronald Wright is a superb travel
writer with a vivid historical
imagination. The soundness and
range of Wright’s knowledge…
weave a fascinating though
melancholy tapestry.
Extraordinarily perceptive.’ —
Times Literary Supplement

9 781780 601571

‘Time Among the Maya shows
Ronald Wright to be far more
than a mere storyteller or
descriptive writer. He is an
historical philosopher with a
profound understanding of
other cultures.’ — Jan Morris,
Independent Times

9 781780 601588

Ronald Wright has created the very best travel book
about Peru, for he has immersed himself in the music
and language, as well as the history, politics and
monuments of the Indigenous Andean cultures of South
America, in a way that no other travel writer has yet
managed.

The Maya of Central America created one of the most
dazzling civilisations on this earth, often compared to
Ancient Greece. The Maya had a delight in creation,
expressed in art, architecture, pottery, astronomy,
mathematics and mythology, all combined with a deep,
metaphysical fascination with time. This civilisation
seems to have collapsed in the ninth century, some five
hundred years before the Spanish conquest of America.

9781780601571 | June 2020 | Eland Books | PB | AU$29.99
| NZ$34.99

9781780601588 | June 2020 | Eland Books | PB | AU$34.99
| NZ$39.99

BIC: TRAVEL | DISCOUNT: RFB - SOR

BIC: TRAVEL | DISCOUNT: RFB - SOR
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